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We propose a general argument to show that if a physical system can mediate locally the generation of
entanglement between two quantum systems, then it itself must be non-classical. Remarkably, we do not assume
any classical or quantum formalism to describe the mediating physical system: our result follows from general
information-theoretic principles, drawn from the recently proposed constructor theory of information. This
argument provides the indispensable theoretical basis for recently proposed tests of non-classicality in gravity,
based on witnessing gravitationally-induced entanglement in quantum probes.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ud
A class of experiments for detecting non-classicality in
gravity has recently been proposed, [1, 2]. This has opened
up an exciting possibility: quantum effects in gravity can be
detected by probing indirectly the non-classicality of the grav-
itational interaction, through measuring the gravitationally-
induced entanglement on two quantum probes. In this paper
we focus on the theoretical foundations for experiments in this
class.
These experiments are based on the fact that if a system
M (e.g. gravity) can entangle two quantum systems QA and
QB (e.g. two masses) by local interactions, then M must be
non-classical. By non-classical we mean, informally, that the
mediator M must have at least two variables that cannot be
measured to arbitrarily high accuracy simultaneously (i.e. by
the same measuring system). This is roughlywhat is meant by
“complementarity” in quantum theory, and it will be defined
formally below.
IfM obeys quantum theory, the above fact follows directly
from theorems about Local Operations and Classical Commu-
nication (LOCC), [3]: a decoherent channel cannot entangle
two other quantum systems by local operations. In order to
apply these theorems to the case of gravity, one has already to
assume that it obeys quantum theory; an experiment based on
this assumption would therefore test whether gravity has some
coherence, so that some massive superpositions are allowed
beyond certain scales. The arguments in [1] and related pro-
posals [4, 5] follow this line of argument and generalise it to
apply to cases where the mediator’s quantum observables are
not measurable directly. However, the proposed experiments
aim to probe cases (such as gravity) where the mediator M
may or may not obey quantum theory. Therefore, to provide
an adequate theoretical foundation for the proposed tests, one
needs to prove the above fact under less restrictive assump-
tions, without assuming quantum theory in full. A more gen-
eral argument in this spirit was proposed in [2, 6], not assum-
ing all the properties of quantum dynamics for the mediator.
That argument, though, was still expressed via density opera-
tors, which are rooted in quantum theory.
Here we provide a far more general argument, based on
information-theoretic principles and the principle of local-
ity only (to be defined precisely later). We will also define
generalisations of concepts such as non-classical and observ-
able to describe the mediator, that are compatible with quan-
tum theory’s and general relativity’s, but do not assume ei-
ther of those theories. To this end, we resort to the princi-
ples of the constructor theory of information [13], which pro-
vide a useful guide when neither quantum theory nor general
relativity can be assumed. These principles allow one not
to assume any specific dynamics for the mediator, therefore
making our approach more general than the existing hybrid
quantum-classical approaches, such as [8, 9], where a gener-
alised Hamiltonian dynamics is usually assumed. Our logic
here is akin to that of Bell’s theorem: just like Bell’s theorem
applies to a vast class of theories obeying general probabilistic
assumptions, our theorem applies to a set of theories that obey
general information-theoretic principles, also in the spirit of
other principle-based arguments proposed to merge quantum
theory and general relativity, such as [7, 11, 12].
An example from quantum theory
This section discusses an example where the mediator does
obey quantum theory, to illustrate the logic of the general ar-
gument. We will use a qubit-basedmodel, to elucidate the role
of the mediator’s non-classical degrees of freedom in the en-
tanglement generation. In this example, the relevant degrees
of freedom are just the X- and Z- components of a mediat-
ing qubitQM; in the general argument, we will show that the
mediator must have analogous properties toQM, but we shall
prove this without assuming thatM obeys quantum theory.
Consider two qubits, QA and QB; and a mediator qubit
2QM. They all start their evolution in a product state; at a later
time, QA andQB become entangled, via interacting each lo-
cally with QM. A simple model is an entangling gate acting
between QA and QM; then, a SWAP gate between QM and
QB. Assuming that |0〉 is the +1-eigenstate of the Z com-
ponent of each qubit, an example of this entangling process
is:






where |B+0〉 is one of the Bell states, describing two maxi-
mally entangled qubits. In order for QA and QB to become
entangled via QM, the latter must itself be entangled with
QA, at least to the same degree as qubits QA and QB are
at the end of the protocol. This requires the mediator QM
to engage other variables in its dynamical evolution, such as
theX- and Y - components, which do not commute with its Z
component (that it is initially sharp). Our proposed argument
will establish the existence of a generalised version of these
incompatible variables as the signature of non-classicality of
the mediatorM, without assuming that the latter obeys quan-
tum theory.
We can see more clearly how the incompatible variables
are engaged in the entanglement generation by considering
the Heisenberg picture.
Let qxα denote an operator representing the X-component
of qubit α (likewise for the Y and Z components). These
operators are defined on the 23-dimensional Hilbert space of
the 3 qubits. We have qzαqxα = iqyα, q
2
zα = id and likewise
for all the other components, while components of different
qubits commute. If the gate U(tn) operates between time tn
and tn+1, we shall denote by
Oα(tn+1) = U(tn)
†Oα(tn)U(tn) (2)
the operator representing the observable O of system α after
its action. The initial conditions are fixed by choosing particu-
lar values for qxα(t0), qyα(t0), qzα(t0), for all α’s, and by the
Heisenberg state ρH . We assume that the initial conditions
are expressed as qzA(t0) = Z ⊗ id
⊗3 ≡ qzA , where Z is a
Pauli matrix, and so on. We choose the Heisenberg state to be




The state of each qubitα at time t is completely specified by
at least two components, e.g. {qxα(t), qzα(t)}. In this picture,
we can describe the entangling operation mentioned above,
as causing the following dynamical evolutions on each of the
three qubits:
QA : {qxA, qzA} → {qzAqxM, qxA} → {qzAqxM, qxA}
QM : {qxM, qzM} → {qxM, qzMqxA} → {qxB, qzB}
QB : {qxB, qzB} → {qxB, qzB} → {qxM, qzMqxA} .
Here, the first column represents the initial value of the
qubit’s descriptors; the second column represents their values
at time t1, when qubits A andM are entangled; the third rep-
resents the final value, where qubits A and B are entangled:
this can be verified by considering the expected value of an
entanglement witness, evaluated at that time.
One can see that QM’s two incompatible observables (its
X and Z component) are both engaged in mediating, by local
interactions, the quantum correlations between QA and QB.
The logic outlined here is widespread in quantum information
and underpins protocols such as teleportation and entangle-
ment swapping; but it is very useful to bear it in mind in view
of our aim: we will establish that a general mediator M has
to be non-classical, just like QM, without assuming that M
obeys quantum theory. This will entail showing that in order
to entangle two qubits by interacting with each one individu-
ally,Mmust have degrees of freedom that, analogously to the
X and Z components of QM in the above example, are in-
compatible with each other. All of these notions will now be
formally defined in this more general scenario where quantum
theory may not fully be obeyed by the mediator.
The interoperability principle for information
Here we introduce a constructor-theoretic principle, the inter-
operability principle for information, [13], and we express the
principle of locality, which are the foundation of the argument
we intend to propose. To this end, we will summarise the con-
cepts of constructor theory needed in order to express those
principles.
States, Attributes and Variables. When dropping the as-
sumption that a specific dynamics holds for M, we can still
maintain other notions, such as a generalised notion of state -
which provides the full description of a physical system. We
will assume that M obeys a theory endowed with a set of al-
lowed states for physical systems and a partition of the whole
universe into subsystems. We will be concerned with physical
systems on which transformations can be performed, called
substrates.
An attribute n of a substrate is the set of all states where the
substrate has a given property. A variable is a set of disjoint
attributes of a substrate. (Note that variables and observables
differ: the attributes in a variable may not be distinguishable,
as explained below).
A variable V is sharp on a given system, with value v, if the
system is in a state belonging to the attribute v in that variable.
For instance: a qubit is a substrate; the set of all +1-
eigenstates of a given projector is an attribute; that projector
is sharp with value 1 whenever the qubit is in any one of those
states.
Possible/impossible tasks. A task specifies a general phys-
ical transformation of a substrate, in terms of ordered pairs of
input/output attributes. For example, the NOT task on the at-
tributes 0, 1 is written as {0→ 1 , 1→ 0}.
A task is impossible if the laws of physics impose a limit to
3how accurately it can be performed. Unitary quantum the-
ory, for instance, requires the task of cloning sets of non-
orthogonal quantum states to be impossible [14]. Otherwise,
the task is possible: there can be arbitrarily good approxima-
tions to a constructor for it, which is defined as a substrate that,
whenever presented with the substrates in any of the input at-
tributes of the task, delivers them in one of the corresponding
output attributes, and, crucially, retains the property of being
capable of performing the task.
Locality as a constraint on states. A cardinal principle of
constructor theory is the principle of locality, which can be
expressed as a strict constraint on the states of substrates, as
follows:
Principle 1. Locality. The state of a substrate is a descrip-
tion of it that satisfies two properties: 1) Any attribute of a
substrate, at any given time t, is a fixed function of the sub-
strate’s state; 2) Any state of a composite substrate S1 ⊕ S2
is an ordered pair of states (s1, s2) of S1 and S2, with the
property that if a task is performed on S1 only, then the state
of the substrate S2 is not changed thereby.
The principle of locality in this form is satisfied by quan-
tum theory, but the states do not correspond to the density
operators. This is manifest by considering quantum theory’s
Heisenberg picture, [15]. In the Heisenberg picture, the state
of a quantum system is the vector of the generators of its al-
gebra of observables (which are dynamical variables). For in-
stance, in the case of a single qubit – in the notation introduced
earlier – its state is the vector of time-dependent components
qˆ
.
= (qx(t), qy(t), qz(t)); the fixed function is Tr(•ρ0), where
the dot stands for any appropriate set of Hermitean operators
in the span of qˆ, and ρ0 is some (fixed) Heisenberg state.
Now, considering a two-qubit system, the state of each
qubit α at time t is completely specified by at least two com-
ponents, e.g. {qxα(t), qzα(t)}. The state of the joint system is
likewise reconstructed given all of the observables in the set
{qxα(t), qzα(t)}, because
U(tn)qxα(tn)qzα(tn)U
†(tn) = qxα(tn+1)qzα(tn+1) (3)
by unitarity. This is why quantum theory satisfies the princi-
ple of locality as expressed above, considering the q-valued
descriptors of the Heisenberg picture as states. These descrip-
tors are local in that sense because they contain all the infor-
mation about a system’s non-trivial history.
Note also that the principle of locality in this form implies
no-signalling: for if the state of S2 does not change when a
transformation on S1 is implemented, the empirically acces-
sible attributes of S2 cannot change either, since, by the prin-
ciple of locality, they are fully specified by a fixed function of
that state, [15, 16].
Information media. One can provide a general
information-theoretic characterisation of the mediator M in
our argument, by resorting to the concept of information
medium, [13]. An information medium is a substrate with a
set of attributesX , called information variable, with the prop-
erty that the following tasks are possible:
⋃
x∈X
{(x,x0)→ (x,x)} , (4)
⋃
x∈X
{x → Π(x)} (5)
for all permutationΠ on the set of labels of the attributes inX
and some blank attribute x0 ∈ X .
The former task corresponds to “copying”, or cloning, the at-
tributes of the first replica of the substrate onto the second,
target, substrate; the latter, for a particularΠ, corresponds to a
logically reversible computation (which need not require it to
be realised in a physically reversible way). So, an information
medium is a substrate that can be used for classical informa-
tion processing (but could, in general, be used for more than
just that). For example, a qubit is an informationmediumwith
respect to any set of two orthogonal quantum states.
The interoperability of information. Any two information
media (e.g. a photon and an electron) must satisfy the prin-
ciple of interoperability, [13], which expresses the intuitive
property that classical information must be copiable from one
information medium to any other, irrespective of their physi-
cal details. Specifically:
Principle 2. If S1 and S2 are information media, respectively
with information variableX1 andX2, their composite system
S1 ⊕ S2 is an information medium with information variable
X1 ×X2, where × denotes the Cartesian product of sets.
This principle implies that the task of copying information
variables (as in eq. (4)) from one information medium to the
other is possible. It also requires the possibility of performing
computations on S2 without simultaneously affectingS1, oth-
erwise it would not be possible to perform independent per-
mutations of variables of S1 or S2. This property is guaran-
teed by the principle of locality, as expressed earlier.
We can now express information-theoretic concepts such as
measuring and distinguishing, without resorting to formal
properties such as orthogonality, linearity or unitarity. This is
the other key feature of constructor theory that will allow our
argument to be independent of particular dynamical models.




is possible, where the variable {qx} is some information vari-
able. If the variable {x0,x1} is distinguishable, we say that
the attribute x0 is distinguishable from x1. This notion of dis-
tinguishability allows one to generalise the orthogonal com-
plement of a vector space: for any attribute n define the at-
tribute n¯ as the union of all attributes that are distinguishable
from n.
4An observable is an information variable whose attributes x
have the property that x¯ = x; this notion generalises that of
a quantum observable. An observable X is said to be sharp
on a substrate, with value x, if the substrate is in a state that
belongs to one of the attributes x ∈ X .




{(x,x0) → (x,px)} (7)
where the first substrate is the “source” and the second sub-
strate is the “target”. From the interoperability principle, it
follows that the above task must be possible for any informa-
tion variable.
In the constructor theory of information, one can also define
a generalisation of quantum systems, called superinformation
media, [13]. A superinformation medium is an information
medium with at least two information observables, X and Z ,
such that their union is not an information variable. We shall
call these observables incompatible, borrowing the terminol-
ogy from quantum theory, because a measurer of one must
perturb a substrates where the other observable is sharp, [13].
Qubits are special cases of superinformation media, [13]: one
can think of X and Z as two non-commuting observables,
whose attributes cannot all be copied by the same cloner, be-
cause of the no-cloning theorem, [14].
Non-classicality. In our argument we will aim at estab-
lishing that M has a lesser property: non-classicality. By a
substrate being non-classical we shall mean an information
mediumM, with maximal information observable T , that has
a variable V , disjoint from T and with the same cardinality as
T , with these properties:
1. There exists a superinformation medium S1 and a dis-
tinguishable variable E = {ej} of the joint substrate
S1 ⊕M, whose attributes ej = {(sj , vj)} are sets of
ordered pairs of states, where vj is a state belonging to
some attribute in V and sj is a state of S1;
2. The union of V with T is not a distinguishable variable;
3. The task of distinguishing the variable E = {ej} is
possible by measuring incompatible observables of a
composite superinformation medium including S1, but
impossible by measuring observables of S1 only.
This generalises the property of quantum complementar-
ity to the case where M may not have the full information-
processing power as a quantum system. For, contrary to su-
perinformation media, in non-classical substrates the variable
V may or may not be an information observable - it may not
be permutable or copiable; yet, its existence requires M to
enable non-classical tasks on other superinformation media,
such as establishing entanglement.
The argument
We can now formulate our central argument using these
information-theoretic tools and principles, under the follow-
ing assumptions:
• The mediatorM is an information medium with a max-
imal information observable T .
• The two systems to be entangled, QA and QB, are
qubits.
QA and QB qualify as superinformation media, having at
least two disjoint maximal information observables, say their
X and Z components, whose union is not an information ob-
servable. For simplicity, we will assume that all the informa-
tion observables are binary: T = {t0, t1}; for the qubits, we
have: Z = {z1, z2} andX = {x+,x−}, whereX and Z rep-
resent theX− andZ− component of each qubit, respectively.
We now proceed to demonstrate our main result:
Theorem 1. If M can entangle QA and QB, by locally in-
teracting with each, thenM is non-classical.
To prove this result, we will follow this logic. First, the in-
teroperability principle implies that the following task is pos-
sible: to copy any of the observables of Qα onto the observ-
able T of the mediator M, via some interaction. We will as-
sume that, by couplingM locally with each of the qubits via
that same interaction, it is possible to prepare them in one of
two orthogonal maximally entangled states. By locality, this
must be implemented by repeating two elementary steps: first
performing a task onQA⊕M and then onM⊕QB. We will
run the argument assuming entanglement is obtained via these
two elementary steps, as it is straightforward to generalise to
the case where a repetition of the two steps is required. Upon
performing the former task, M is prepared in one of two at-
tributes, by the principle of locality. These attributes, we shall
argue, must belong to a binary variable V satisfying the non-
classicality conditions, just like the descriptors of the qubit
QM in our qubit-based example.
We proceed now with presenting the argument in full. We
first establish the fact that QA ⊕M must have an additional
variable E (generalising a set of entangled states), as in the
first condition for non-classicality.
• Given the Principle of Interoperability, the task of mea-
suring the observableX of one of the qubits, using the
mediatorM as the target, must be possible:
TM
.
= {(z0, t0)→ (z0, t0), (8)
(z1, t0) → (z1, t1)} ,
where the first slot represents one of the qubits; the sec-
ond slot represents the mediator. In the limit of weak
field, relevant for the tests in [1, 2], one can think of
5z0 and z1 as two distinct locations of a mass; and of
t0 and t1 as two distinguishable configurations of the
gravitational field, induced by two different mass distri-
butions z0 and z1. It is also possible to think of t0 and
t1 as two distinguishable spacetime geometries, solu-
tions of Einstein’s equations for the two different mass
distributions, as prescribed by general relativity, [17].
• If the experiment is successful in entangling QA and
QB, the following task must also possible:
TE
.
= {(x+, t0,x+)→ e++,
(x−, t0,x+)→ e−+} (9)
where B
.
= {e++, e−+} is an information variable of
QA⊕M⊕QB whose attributes correspond to two or-
thogonal, maximally entangled states of the two qubits.
These attributes can be distinguished by measuring the
observables of QA and QB only: specifically, let us
assume that e++ is a maximally entangled state where
both XA, XB and ZA, ZB are maximally correlated;
while in e−+ the observables XB and XB are max-
imally correlated, while ZA and ZB maximally anti-
correlated. The proposed experiments [1, 2] would
show that the task TE is possible, upon successfully
generating entanglement between the probes QA and
QB.
• Assume also that the constructor for the task TE is the
same as the constructor for the task TM , so these two
tasks can be performed jointly by the same interaction.
In the case of the experiment with gravity, the construc-
tor is the gravitational interaction between a mass and
the gravitational field, initially prepared in some classi-
cal configuration, t0. Also, we assume that TE is per-
formedwithoutQA andQB interacting directly. By the
Principle of Locality, it must be performed in at least
two steps; the first only involvingQA and M, the sec-
ond onlyM andQB.
In the first step, this task is performed onQA ⊕M:
T1
.
= {(x+, t0,x+) → (s+0,x+), (10)
(x−, t0,x+)→ (s−0,x+)} ;




= {(s+0,x+)→ e++, (11)
(s−0,x+)→ e−+} .
From the possibility of task T1, we see that the substrate
QA ⊕ M has a variable: E = {s+0, s−0}. We now
proceed to establish its properties, to show that M is
non-classical.
• First, note that E is a distinguishable variable, because
it can be mapped one-to-one onto two distinguishable
attributes of the qubits, eαβ , via task the T2.
• By the Principle of Locality, there are states qˆα0A ofQA
and mα0 of M such that each of the attributes in the




(where α takes values in {+,−}). Here qˆα0A is a vector
of q-numbers representing the three components of the
qubit; while mα0 is some state describing M, whose
properties we wish to establish.
We proceed now to establish the properties of the set of at-
tributes V
.
= {{mα0}}, to show thatM is non-classical.
1. Condition 1 for non-classicality. First we prove that
the set V = {{m+0}, {m−0}} is a binary variable (i.e.,
a set of two disjoint attributes).
Proof. The Principle of Locality requires the states
e++ to be a fixed function of the states describing
QB and M prior to performing T2; likewise for e−+.
Specifically, let us denote by qˆ++B the state ofQB after
performing T2, when the overall attribute is e++; and
by qˆ−+B the state of QB after performing T2, when the
overall attribute is e−+. By the Principle of Locality,
qˆα+B = H(qˆB,m
α0), where H is some (well-behaved)
function and qˆB is a (q-numbered) state describingQB
when it is in its initial attribute x+ (where X is sharp
with value x+).
We now use this fact to argue that m+0 6= m−0. First,
e++ is distinguishable from e−+ only by measuring ob-
servables of both QA and QB. Also, prior to perform-
ing T2, the attributes (s+0,x+) and (s−0,x+), though
overall distinguishable, are not distinguishable by mea-
suring observables of QB jointly with observables of
QA. This is becauseQB is still in the same initial state
qˆB where the observableX is sharp with value x+.
Thus, the state m+0 must be different from m−0, as
the dependence on mα0 makes each of the {qˆα+B } dif-
ferent from qˆB . Hence the set of attributes V =
{{m+0}, {m−0}} is a variable (a set of disjoint at-
tributes), with the same cardinality as T . Thus, M sat-
isfies condition 1 for non-classicality.
2. Condition 2 for non-classicality. Next, we prove that
the attributes in V are not distinguishable from, and do
not overlap with, those in T .
Proof. Given that the task T2 ∪ TM is possible (i.e.,
the two tasks are performed by the same constructor),
each attribute {mα0} is not distinguishable from either
t0 or t1. If it were, the attributes x+ and x− of the
qubit QA would be distinguishable from some of the
z’s, contrary to the assumption that QA is a superin-
formation medium. For the same reason, mα0 6∈ t0
and mα0 6∈ t1. Therefore, M satisfies condition 2) for
non-classicality.
63. Condition 3 for non-classicality. We note that the
variable V cannot be distinguished by measuring ob-
servables on QA only; it can be distinguished only
by jointly measuring the complementary observables
XA and ZA and XB and ZB on the superinformation
mediumQA ⊕QB. Hence, M satisfies also condition
3) for non-classicality.
This concludes our proof thatM is non-classical.
Discussion
What could the attributes {mα+} in the variable V be?
Could they, for example, correspond to two different statis-
tical mixtures of M’s classical observable T , t0 and t1? The
answer is no. This is because by performing the task T2 and
subsequently measuring observables of QA and QB jointly,
one reveals entanglement between QA and QB, which did
not exist before the interaction betweenQB andM. The cor-
relations between observables of QB and those of QA after
performingT2 must be contained in the statem
α+’s, given the
locality principle: they are absent inQB before the interaction
withM, via T2, while they are present inQB after performing
T2, when its state becomes dependent on m
α+. Informally,
the variable V = {{mα+}} has at least the same information-
carrying capacity as the q-number-valued states of the qubit
QB, because it contains all the correlations that are proper
of an entangled qubit, as later confirmed by measurements of
QB. By Bell’s theorem, m
α+ cannot be a statistical mixture
of t0 and t1, because, if it were, it would provide a local hid-
den variablemodel for quantum entangled states ofQA⊕QB.
This argument, therefore, shows that collapse models, which
would predict M to be in a statistical mixture of the observ-
able T , are incompatible with observing entanglement.
Thus the {mα+} are not hidden variables, or “beables”.
They generalise the q-valued descriptors of what can dynam-
ically change in a quantum system – the descriptors of the
quantum Heisenberg picture. In this sense, they are closer to
the observables as conceived by von Neumann in his argu-
ment to rule out hidden variable models, [21]. Indeed, our
argument could be understood as a first step towards general-
ising Bell’s theorem to inferring non-classicality of systems,
like M, that can be used to assist locally the violation of Bell
inequalities on two other quantum systems, but need not have
a full set of observables like a quantum system and therefore
cannot violate Bell Inequalities directly.
Another interesting point is that the variable V may or may
not be an information variable. If M were a qubit entangled
with QA, V could not be an information variable, (otherwise
we would be able to locally distinguish one entangled state
from another just by measuring that information variable on
M). But given that system M may not obey quantum theory,
so we must leave this possibility open. Note also that M,
although capable of working as a faithful channel for creating
entanglement between the two qubits, may not have the full
repertoire of operations such as preparation and measurement
as a superinformation medium, let alone as a qubit.
Our argument does not commit to any particular formal-
ism to describe M and its interaction with the two qubits, in
contrast with the thorough analysis of the gravity experiment
presented in [1, 2, 6, 20], where specific dynamical models
are assumed. But how general are the principles we assumed?
The interoperability principle holds in any physical theory that
allows for measurements and observables - whose existence
is a prerequisite for any physical theory to be testable. There-
fore, it is a robust principle. The principle of locality in the
form discussed here is also satisfied by both quantum theory
and general relativity. In [16] it also is proven that all theo-
ries based on 1 : 1, no-signalling dynamics satisfy this princi-
ple of locality, thus making it a remarkably general property.
This more general argument is of the essence for the witness
of non-classicality to hold irrespective of whether the media-
tor is assumed or not to obey specific quantum models. It is
the essential theoretical underpinning for experiments assess-
ing the quantisation of gravity in full generality, where one
cannot assume that gravity obeys a specific quantum model
prior to the experiment. It ensures that if entanglement is ob-
served, then all classical models for gravity, obeying our gen-
eral principles, are ruled out. This is similar to Bell’s theorem,
which ensures that if Bell’s inequalities are violated by a given
theory, then all local hidden variable models for that theory
are ruled out. Our argument could have interesting implica-
tions for quantum gravity theories: it would be interesting to
understand what the mediator and its non-classical variable
V are in each of the quantum gravity models that have been
proposed, particularly non-perturbative ones. One could also
consider lifting the assumption that QA and QB are qubits,
and proceed with the general theory of superinformation me-
dia, [13, 15, 22], where entanglement is treated as locally in-
accessible information. We conjecture that even in this case,
the degree of locally inaccessible information onQA andQB
can be expressed formally as a function of the degree of non-
classicality of M, generalising the formal relation existing in
quantum theory between non-classicality of the mediator and
degree of entanglement, [23].
This argument is effective to derive predictions in areas
where specific dynamics cannot be assumed, going beyond
current approximation schemes (such as open-system dynam-
ics) or hybrid dynamical approaches (see e.g. [9]). The
information-theoretic principles of constructor theory we used
here provide a fruitful alternative to dynamics and initial con-
ditions, useful to construct a bridge towards new theories of
physics. In this paper we have demonstrated the first experi-
mental application of this powerful approach.
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